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Ambitious college student, Daniel Walker, has his world turned upside down when he begins having

prophetic dreams about the judgment coming upon America for rejecting God. Through one of his

dreams, Daniel learns about an imminent threat of an EMP attack which will wipe out Americaâ€™s

electric grid and all computerized devices, sending the country into a technological dark age. Living

in a nation where all life-sustaining systems of support are completely dependent on electricity and

computers, the odds for survival are dismal. Municipal water services, retail food distribution, police,

fire, EMS and all emergency services will come to a screeching halt. If he wants to live through the

most catastrophic period in American history, Daniel will have to race against time to get prepared,

before the lights go out. Buy your copy of Behold Darkness and Sorrow and jump into this

post-apocalyptic, prepper-fiction thriller, today!As with all books by Mark Goodwin, this book

contains no profanity and no embarrassing sex scenes. However, if you're more offended by biblical

principles and scripture than profanity, this book might not be for you.
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I'm a fan of Mark Goodwin's novels as he is a terrific story teller. I had a hard time putting his



newest book down. The main characters, Danny, Alisa, and Steve could very well be my sons and

daughter. This is a thrilling tale filled with not only action and adventure but true love and

redemption.I truly like the fact that he can tell a great story without filling the pages with gratuitous

sex and vulgar language. Christians will appreciate the transformation of his characters. I believe

anyone curious about God will also really enjoy this novel. Thinking about preparedness? Start

reading all of Mr. Goodwin's books and visit his web site. I recommend all of Mr. Goodwin's novels

as they are very relevant to what is happening right now in our world.

I didn't expect much from this book but boy was I surprised. I guess this is the definition of undersell,

over deliver!It took me a while to get started, I didn't like the title or the vibe I was getting from the

marketing but I couldn't stop reading once I got started. I have read a lot about EMP and knew

everything that was talked about in the book already but that didn't stop me from getting cold chills.

This story really brings home in stark human terms what we might face someday.This is a must read

if you want to introduce someone to the worst case scenario.

This book is Amazing. I really feel that Mr. Goodwin is one of the top Christian Prepper writers. He

gives you stuff that makes you think. Most of his subject matter you can see playing out around you.

I often find myself rereading his books as new things come to play. I find that with times as they are,

his books bring you back to what is important.I hope and Pray that You will read this and Get

Yourself. Prepared. Both in the Food Storage way and Most important Way, With the Lord. Read

this book and Let Mr. Goodwin's Warning open your heart.

This is the 7th Mark Goodwin book that I have read. I have enjoyed them all, but the quality with

each successive book gets better. If you have read or listened to any of his work, it's obvious that

Mr. Goodwin is a Christian, as well as a Prepper, this book goes into prophecy and how the Lord will

give insight if you will listen. Great prepping tips, laced into the story. Hopefully you will get as much

out of it as I do. You can't go wrong by getting out of debt, stocking a pantry with food you and your

family will eat, and putting away money for a rainy day (note: I did not say put money in the bank,

that's on you to decide).

I've read the other two series' Mark Goodwin has written, and this looks to be as good as they were!

I've learned a lot from these books, and I'm really glad he puts tips in them for ways to survive

emergency situations. The books do contain grammatical errors, but they're worth your time to



overlook them, you'll learn a lot!!

The author, Mark Goodwin, hits another home run with this the first installment in a new trilogy! He

deftly weaves action, a lesson, and prepping tips in this book. And this book is impossible to put

down.I first heard him on his podcast, which isn't to be missed! Thanks for another great book!

This brings the Old Testament Genesis story of Joseph to life, but in a modern day urban

environment. This book is great for new Christians as the main character of the book is a new

Christian and cannot understand the dreams he is receiving. "And it shall come to pass afterward,

that I will pour out my spirit upon all flesh; and your sons and your daughters shall prophesy, your

old men shall dream dreams, your young men shall see visions" Very entertaining story line with

practical prepper "things-to-do" easily seen reading between the lines.

Lots of prepping 101, fast paced story. I think realistic prepping is a longer process, for me anyway.

The car part of the story didn't seem realistic to me, but it served its purpose. I've read all of the

authors other books and I'm interested to see where he goes with this series.
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